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“This incredibly powerful 
  module is going to 
  single-handedly 
  improve your trading!”

   – Ed Downs, CEO and Founder
      Nirvana Systems, Inc.



To make money in today’s 
market you need successful 
Trading Strategies. However, as 
the market changes, Strategies 
should be updated to stay “in 
tune” with the market and the list 
you are trading. The challenge is 
that the process of creating and 
maintaining profi table Strategies 
is diffi cult and time-consuming. 

The fi rst version of Strategy Wizard was released 
in 2008 following several years of development. 
OmniTrader users were thrilled with its ability to 
help them create, test and tune Trading Strategies. 

Before Strategy Wizard, the typical Strategy 
testing process looked something like this:

1. Change a Parameter
2. Run the Focus List
3. Look at the Performance Report
4. Do we have the results we want?
    Yes  Use the Strategy
    No  Go to Step #1 and Repeat

This is how it has always been done. With Strategy 
Wizard you can just target an existing Strategy, tell 
it which values in the Strategy to change and Strategy 
Wizard will search through the possible combinations 
to fi nd the best ones—across an ENTIRE LIST 
of symbols. 

By looking at the complete list of symbols, Strategy 
Wizard is tuning to the ENTIRE market. Once 
the Strategy Wizard process is complete, you have 
a Strategy that is ready to trade in current market 
conditions. The enhanced statistics allow you to 
see how the new Trading Strategy is performing.

Introducing Strategy Maker

Recently through the insight of a Nirvana Club 
member, we developed a new way to conduct Strategy 
research—swapping components between Strategies to 
fi nd the best combination(s).

Strategy Wizard 2.0 now includes Strategy Maker. 
This product will swap similar components between 
Strategies, test each combination, and select the ones 
that have the best performance to create new Strategies. 
It’s a simple idea, but it has the potential to yield 
Trading Strategies that are truly remarkable. 

We developed Strategy Wizard and Strategy Maker 
for our own internal use (as we are constantly creating 
Strategies for our customers). We are pleased to make 
these powerful Strategy development tools available to 
our customers.

Strategy Wizard comes with our 100% Iron Clad 
90-Day Money Back Guarantee. You are going to 
be amazed at how much Strategy Wizard 2.0 can 
improve existing Strategies, and more importantly, 
your trading results.

Sincerely,

Ed Downs
CEO and Founder
Nirvana Systems, Inc.

Creating Profi table Strategies 
     HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER!

Ed Downs
CEO and Founder
Nirvana Systems, Inc.



Finding the Best Combination…

...Is as Easy as Pushing a Button.

Finding the best combination of Strategy components is easy with 
Strategy Maker. Just indicate which Strategies you want Strategy 
Maker to select components from, and it will mix and match them 
automatically, testing each combination for profi tability. The process 
is shown on the next page.

Wouldn’t it be great to push a button 
and have the best possible Strategy 
pop out of OmniTrader? Well, with 
the NEW Strategy Maker you can 
actually do it!

Strategy Maker is based on the 
principle of “Combination of Inputs.” 
If we have two, three, or even ten 
existing Strategies that have shown 
their ability to perform well in certain 
markets and certain conditions, there 
is a very good chance that components 
“borrowed” from one Strategy will 
enhance another one.

So we simply show Strategy Maker 
what our target (output) Strategy 
looks like, and which other existing 
Strategies to draw material from. 
Then we let it run. The program will 
systematically swap (say) a Filter block 
from Strategy “A” and replace the 
Filter block in Strategy “B”. Then it 
tests the Strategy on your symbol list.

As this testing proceeds, the results, 
including Hit Rate, Profi t per Trade, 
and so on are recorded. At the end 
we can sort on any of these Statistics 
to bring the best Strategy to the top.  
Hit another button labeled “Create 
Strategy” and the Strategy with the 
tested components will be created and 
added to our Strategy List.  

What could be easier? The process of 
using Strategy Maker is shown on the 
next two pages.

3

Introducing Strategy Maker 

Create Profi table 
Strategies— 
Automatically!
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The POWER of Strategy Maker

QUICK & EASY
It takes just a few minutes to set up a 
Strategy Maker run. The fi rst step is 
to show Strategy Maker what you want 
the fi nal Strategy to look like (the target 
template). Create a new template or 
use an existing Strategy to show which 
components you want your fi nal 
Strategy to have.

The second step is to activate the 
Strategies you want Strategy Maker to 
work from. These can be any Nirvana 

Strategies or your own, and you can select 
as many as you want. When you select a 
Strategy, the fl ow chart for the Strategy 
is shown in the upper area.  Just “Check” 
the components you want Strategy 
Maker to use. 

Finally, click RUN to allow Strategy 
Maker to begin swapping components 
and testing them.  The time it takes to 
run will be dependent on how many 
components you have selected, but 

remember—it’s automated. Just let your 
computer work on the solution! You can 
stop it at any time and resume your run 
later if necessary.

Review the results. You can see a num-
ber of performance statistics, including 
Hit Rate, Profi t per Trade, etc. When
you see statistics that look promising, 
simply click Create Strategy and the 
new Strategy will automatically be
built for you.

1  Select Components to Swap

Select as many “Source” 
Strategies as you like.

Check the components you 
want swapped & tested.
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Strategy Maker combines good 
Strategies to create great ones at the 
click of a button. There are so many 
great components in our plug-ins, 
including Neural Networks in the 
Nirvana Club. Strategy Maker provides 
an easy way to leverage all of this 
work to create Strategy Magic.
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The MAGIC of Strategy Wizard
CREATE and ENHANCE Profi table Strategies! 

Strategy Maker will give you a great 
starting point using existing Strategies. 
Once you have created a Strategy, 
you can then run it through Strategy 
Wizard to improve it further. Or you 
can use Strategy Wizard on existing 
Strategies—including brand new 
ones—to fi nd the best parameters.

To demonstrate the magic of Strategy 
Wizard,we created a very simple 
Strategy using the MAC-M System 
confi rmed by the VTY-B System, with 
a Fixed Loss Stop and Trailing Profi t 
Stop. The Strategy, as created, generated 
a Hit Rate of just 46% and an average 
loss of 0.12% per trade.

We then asked Strategy Wizard to fi nd 
the best Stop Values to use by testing 
across the entire S&P 100 list. The 
results are amazing, but typical of what 
Strategy Wizard can do. After “tuning” 
the exits, the Strategy generated a Hit 
Rate of over 72% and an average Profi t 
per Trade of 0.84%.

This is just one example of how 
Strategy Wizard can “fi ne tune” existing 
Strategies to fi nd the best values to use 
in them. We are using this powerful tool 
to create cutting edge technology.  The 
good news is, it’s so easy to use, anybody 
can do it.

Without a tool like Strategy Wizard, 
it takes many hours of setting up runs 
to fi nd the best values to use. Now, it’s 
fully automated. See page 9 to see how 
Strategy Wizard is helping OmniTrader 
users—right now—to get real results in 
their trading.

AFTER
After applying Strategy Wizard to this Strategy, our Hit 
Rate and Profi t per Trade improved dramatically, making 
the Strategy profi table. We also end up with a Strategy 
that has been tuned for the current market on the list we 
want to trade!

BEFORE
We started with a Strategy based on one System, one 
Confi rmer, and a few simple Stops in the Orders Block. Its 
original performance is below (not profi table).

We set Strategy Wizard to fi nd 
the best values for two Stops 
in the Orders Block.

Statistic       Back Test        Forward Test
Num. of Trades            129          269
Profi table Trades              46          124
Avg. Hit Rate         35.66        46.10
Profi t Per Trade (%)        -1.01        -0.12

Statistic       Back Test        Forward Test
Num. of Trades            131          283
Profi table Trades              88          204
Avg. Hit Rate         67.18       72.08
Profi t Per Trade (%)         0.10        0.84

The MAGIC of Strategy Wizard
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FAST SEARCH ALGORITHM
Strategy Wizard comes with two Search 
Modes—Exhaustive and FAST SEARCH. 
Exhaustive searches EVERY possible 
combination of your parameters. But FAST 
SEARCH can converge on a solution in a 
fraction of the time. 

In fact, you can search as many parameters 
as you want and the time does not increase! 
FAST SEARCH starts with initial trials and 
fi nds the best solution by consecutively 
“honing in” on a good run. An Exhaustive 
search might require 100,000 runs, but a 
FAST SEARCH can reach a good solution 
in as little as 100 to 200 runs.

Strategy Wizard Finds 
Robust Solutions
When improving or creating Strategies, 
we want to make sure we arrive at a robust 
solution. For example, if we choose a value 
for a Stop Loss or Trailing Profi t Cushion 
based on Profi t per Trade, we want to make 
sure we are not using a single value that 
happened to work. How do we do this? By 
looking at values AROUND the solution.

A simple surface plot is generated 
by Strategy Wizard to provide this 
information. By plotting Profi t per Trade 
against two variables (like Fixed Loss 
Stop and Trailing Profi t Cushion) we can 
see if the values are profi table around the 
solution we will use for our trading.   

Reading these plots is easy—we show you 
how in our comprehensive Strategy Wizard 
seminar, described on page 10.

Strategy Wizard shows plots that tell you if a solution is robust. If the curve is smooth, it is 
likely you have a solution that will hold up over time.  

Average Profi t Per Trade vs. Stop Settings

Best Answer!

Initial “Trials”
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A Tale of 2 Equity Curves
We took one of our Turtle Plug-in Strategies and 
tuned it to the Russell 1000 list of stocks. Here 
are the two equity curves generated before and 
after tuning.

BEFORE TUNING

AFTER TUNING

Strategy Wizard was able to dramatically 
reduce the draw down while improving profi ts 
by almost 400% simply by adjusting the Stops 
and Filters in the Strategy!

Let Strategy Wizard Create the Magic

As a student of the market, you may read a concept 
in a magazine or hear about one in a seminar that 
you want to try, but you are not sure how to put 
it together. 

Using OmniTrader, you can quickly create a 
Strategy with a few Trading Systems, a Filter, a 
Confi rmer and an Exit method. Or, alter one that 
is already there. Then, let Strategy Wizard work 
on your creation to fi nd the “magic” in it. If there 
is a good Strategy inside your idea, Strategy Wizard 
can fi nd it!

Tune Your Strategies to YOUR List
Strategies are typically tested on standard lists 
like the S&P 100. If you are trading stocks in the 
Russell 1000, your Stops will be better if you tune 
your Strategies to that list. If you are trading highly 
volatile stocks for Options plays, you will want your 
Trading Systems to fi re more often, and hence will 
want your Strategy Filters to be looser.

But you don’t have to fi gure this out because 
Strategy Wizard can do it! You can set 
Strategy Wizard to seek out the best values for 
EVERYTHING in a Strategy. Even if you adjust 
5 or 10 variables in your Strategy, Strategy Wizard 
can fi nd the best combination in a short amount 
of time, thanks to the amazing FAST SEARCH 
algorithm built into its logic.

Perform Periodic Tune-Ups to Adjust 
to Changing Market Conditions
We all know that markets are not static—they are 
changing all the time. With Strategy Wizard, you 
can literally “re-tune” all your Strategies monthly 
or even weekly, getting the best possible parameters 
that refl ect movement in the current market. 

Since it is 100% automated, you can just fi re it up 
every Sunday and be trading with the best of the 
best on Monday. What is this kind of power worth 
in your trading? A lot!

Strategy Wizard will help you 
make more money in the markets!

  8
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Strategy Wizard could pay for itself on the 
fi rst trade. Thank you for a great module… it 
could be one of the best add-ons Nirvana has 
developed in my time with them.       
        – Michael Hicks

“

”

Wow! Strategy Wizard’s so cool. I took 
a strategy getting 65HR and went to
80HR and a trade plan getting 9% to 
19% for the same trades. This is truly 
a tweaker’s dream come true!
          – Nick Marodis

“

”

Thank you Nirvana! I have spent hundreds of hours manually 
changing the parameters, stop levels, profi t levels, etc. for my 
trading systems and never quite knew if I had the best solution. 
Now with Strategy Wizard, it does all the work in a very short 
time and I can quickly discard a worthless/marginal idea and 
concentrate on tweaking the good ideas. I truly believe this is
the best add-on for OmniTrader ever—bar none!  
                  – Jim Gault

“

”

Worth its Weight in Gold!

Thanks to Strategy Wizard, 
what used to take us weeks 
to perform can now be 
accomplished in just days 
or even hours! Trading ideas 
have never been easier to 
construct and validate. This 

software has led directly to the development 
of our most robust strategies, including the 
new NSP-41 (see equity curve to the right). If 
you are serious about Strategy development, 
this software should be the “go to” tool in your 
arsenal. It’s worth its weight in gold! 
   – Jeff Drake
       Director of Trading Technology
       Nirvana Systems, Inc.

NSP-41 10 Year Performance
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The Strategy Wizard 
Seminar Agenda

I. Welcome to Strategy Wizard
   ·  What is Strategy Wizard?

II. How to Set Up The Wizard 
 ·  Preparing a Profi le for the Wizard
 ·  Turning on Strategy Wizard

III. The Strategy Wizard Interface

IV. The Strategy Maker Interface

V. The Exhaustive Search Method
 ·  The Exhaustive Search Concept
 ·  Creating an Exhaustive Search Strategy

VI. The Fast Search Method 
· The Fast Search Concept

 ·  Creating a Fast Search Strategy

VII. Creating Strategies with Strategy Maker
 ·  Analyzing the Results

VIII. Tuning a Strategy with the Wizard 
 ·  System Tuning (Global Optimization)
  ·  Filter/Confi rmation Tuning
 ·  Exits Tuning 

IX. How Good is Your Strategy?
 ·  Using Out of Sample Data
    to Determine Robustness
 ·  The Validation Process

X. Final Thoughts and Additional Resources 

By Jeff Drake and Jeremy Williams

Strategy Wizard is an incredible tool and 
it’s also easy to use. In a matter of minutes 
you will be creating better Strategies on 
your list than you ever imagined possible. 
However, we want to arm you with all of 
the information you need to use Strategy 
Wizard as effectively as possible. This is 
why we have produced the Creating 
Great Trading Strategies with Strategy 
Wizard seminar.

This seminar by Jeff Drake and Jeremy 
Williams is designed to answer the 
question, “How do I achieve the best 
possible results using Strategy Wizard?” 
Jeff and Jeremy go through the process 
of Strategy testing, and explain what 
you want to look for as you refi ne your 
Strategies with the module.

If you are serious about getting the most 
out of your Strategies, Strategy Wizard 
can give you the edge you have been 
looking for. This 
informative 
seminar will give you 
the knowledge you 
need to properly 
apply that edge 
towards greatly 
improved profi ts.

Creating Great    
   Trading Strategies 
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